I. INTRODUCTION The development of advanced driver assistance systems is an important and active research area. Especially the development of systems that are capable of reducing the n u m k or the severity of traffic accidents involving pedestrians is of major interest Pedestrian accidents represent the second largest source of traffic-related injuries (right after accidents involving car passengers). For example, yearly more than 200, OOO pedestrians are injured and about 9,000 are killed in traffic accidents in the EU.
The use of video senson and unage processing methods dedicated to detect and classify pedestrians provides a promising appmach for the development of such driver assistance systems In the last years research has mainly focused on visual cam- In this paper we present a new pedestrian detection method employing infrared images. It is based (9 on the localition of warm symmetrical objects with specific size and aspect ratio,
(ii) a refinement process utilizing an additional set of filters to decrease the number of false positives, and (ii.9 a finial validation procedure based on human shape's morphological characteristics to build the list of pedestrians appearing in the scene. Although the propsed method exploits only single images and a s w o k "BF funded by Volkwagen A 0 performs no tracking, experimental results demonstrate the robustness and stability of the proposed method.
In the following section considerations on the IR domain are provided, section 3 presents the problem analysis and design choices; section 4 describes the approach and algorithm; finally section 5 discusses the results and concludes the paper with some final consideration.
CHARACTERIZATION OF IR DOMAlN
Images in the infrared domain convey a type of information very different from images in the visible spectrum. Basically, in the visible spechum the image of an object depends on the amount of incident light on its surface and on how well the surface reflects it. On the other hand, in the infrared domain the image of an object relates to its temperature and the amount of heat it emits.
Generally, the temperature of people is higher than the environment temperature and their heat radiation is sufficiently high compared to the background. Therefore, in infrared images pedestrians belong to the upper range in the grey-level scale and are sufficiently contrasted with respect to the surroundings. thus making infrared imagery particularly suited to their localizatiou.
Obviously, other objects which actively radiate heat, such as automobiles, hucks, busses, and motorcycles, have a similar behavior; however people can be recognized thanks to their shape and aspect ratio. One major point in favor of infrared cameras is their independence of light conditions: they can be used in day-time or nighttime with no or little difference, extending vision beyond the usual limitations of day-light cameras. Moreover, the absence of colors or textures eases the processing towards interpretation. Furthermore, the problem of shadows is greatly reduced. In fact, even if persistent shadows are still present in IR images -due to the different temperatures caused by shadows themselves -incidental shadows, which do not modify the temperature of bodies, are not perceivable.
Nevertheless, the problem of detecting humans in infrared images is far from being trivial.
Weather conditions, such as heavy fog or rain, can modify the The problems mentioned above make the detection of pedestrians harder. Nevertheless, the IR domain seems to be promising and justifies deep investigation.
PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN CHOICES
Two issues have to be defined when designing the system: the setup of the vision system considering physical and aesthetical automotive requirements; the target, i. e. the desired range of pedestrians' height and width.
The algorithm has to be designed considering that the input data are low resolution digital images.
A. Setup ojthe vision system
The camera position is fixed by physical constraints and aesthetical choices (see figure 1) .
The mapping between image pixels and world coordinates has to be known for a correct localization. The calibration is performed on a flat stretch of road by placing markers at known distances up to 40 meters (see figure 2) ; the relation between 3D coordinates of these points and the corresponding pixels in the image was used to compute camera orientation.
The computed parameters are then used for all future relatiouships between 3D world coordinates and image pixels, under the assumption of a flat road in front of the vision system and negligible vehicle pitch. Indeed, these strict assumptions may be violated, but in the area close to the vehicle (up to 20 meters) they are supposed to hold even in presence of hills or bumps. In the faraway area (more than 20 meters) some errors in the calibration may occur, thus generating less confident results.
E. Definition oftarget
A specific size and aspect ratio was used to define targets. The sue of a pedestrian was fixed to the following values: i height: 180 cm +/-10% and ii width: 60 cm +/-10%. 
C. Detection distance range
The presence of a pedestrian is checked in different-sized bounding boxes placed in different positions in the image. Indeed not all possible bounding boxes need to be checked, mainly due to computational time and detail content.
In fact, very small bounding boxes enclosing faraway pedestrians feature a very low information content In these situations it is easy to obtain false positives since many road participants (other than pedestrians), other objects, and even road infrastmchues may present morphological characteristics similar to a human shape. An example of the low information content in small hounding boxes is shown in figure 3 .
The largest bounding box is l i t d by the verIical resolution of the image.
It is therefore imperative to define a range of reasonably-sized bounding boxes in which the detection may lead to a sufficiently accurate result. In this work the considered size is: smallest bounding box: 12 x 28 pixels, largest bounding box: 42 x 100 pixels. The deteebon distance range area described above with the area which extends between the two iso-bounding box mappings corresponding to BBh,, pixels and BBhwo pixels, shaded in figure 5.
In order to be snre that for a given distance all pedestrians (from the shortest to the tallest) can be detected, the working area has to be further limited to the portion of the shaded area delimited by the two vertical dotted lines. The armw highlights the actual distance range. w,th the set,,p and design choices the distance range is 7 Considerations may be made on the behavior of the distance range with the increment or decrement of the target height; in other words, extending the target height range will shorten the distance range in whicb all pedestrians are detected. Given the above specifications on bounding boxes size, f i g we 4.b shows in green the size of the bounding boxes that are examined, and highlights whicb of the two pedestrians cannot be detected due to hisher size in the image. The distance range in which the detection of a 170 cm tall pedestrian can take place is also shown.
I h e graph in figure 5 shows the working area of the system. The mini" distance at which pedestrians can be completely seen, given by the setup, is represented by the vertical dashed line. On the other hand, the specification about pedestrian height determine the limits represented by the two horizontal dashed lines. Therefore, the search area extends to the right of the vertical dashed line and between the two horizontal dashed lines.
Moreover, some extra considerations, deriving from the definition of bounding box size, need to be made in order to localize the region of the graph which represents the actual working area of the system The additional c w e s on the diagram represent the iso-bounding box mappings: each curve describes the relationship between the distance and height of objects enclosed hy bounding boxes with the same height in pixels. Given the range of bounding boxes height (BBh-,BBh,i,) , the working range of the systems is depicted as the intersection of the search The algorithm is divided into three parts: localization of areas of interest (attentive vision) and generation of possible candidates based on symmetry, filtering of candidates to remove errors, based on nonpedestrian characteristics, validation of candidates on the basis of a match with a simple morphological model of a pedestrian. The last part is currently under development and its results need to be validated by further investigation.
A. Candidates generation
The low-level part of the algorithm, depicted in figure 6, is mainly based on the computation of symmetries. The input image is processed to focus the attention on interesting regions, then vertical edges are extracted. Both the input image and the image containing vertical edges are searched for symmetrical areas, with specific aspect-ratio and size constraints matching a normal pedestrian shape, taking also into account perspective issues. The density of edges in these areas is also considered. Figure 7 shows the original input image (figure 7.a). a binary image containing its veaical edges (figure 7.b), and a number of histograms computed by selecting, for each vertical symmetry axis, the bounding box having the maximum (figure 7.c):
symmetry of grey levels (red), symmetry of vertical edges (green),
. density of vertical edges (yellow). of white (hot) pixels is computed;its local average (computed on a small window) as well as its overall average are also computed. The low-pass filter is used to smooth the histogram and remove small peaks close to high peaks. while the overall average is used to mask out histogram peaks in cold areas. Figure 7 .d shows the histogram, its average (in red) and its low-pass filtered version (in green); assuming a pedestrian is hotter than its hackground the symmetries are computed only in the areas in which the histogram presents values larger than the overall averaee and the local averaee. More soecificallv. The white histogram presents a combination of all the above; the pedestrian presents high local peaks in all histograms.
Instead of performing an exhaustive search, which would definitely take a long time and consume a great amount of computational resonrces, specific areas of interest are determined. Considerations generally true for images in the infrared domain permit to reduce the number of symmetry axes to be examined. In other words, since pedestrians are warmer than the background, a filter has been defined to eliminate symmetry axes in cold image areas. For this purpose, a histogram encoding the presence Candidates are generated by thresholding the resulting histogram, Each over-threshold peak corresponds to a bounding box containing the shape of the possible pedestrian. This list is then passed on to next phase of the processing which is in charge of selecting and possibly removing false positives.
B. Candidaresfiltering
The candidates are filtered on the basis of specific features of human artifacts that may have been highlighted as potential pedestrians in the previous step. In other words, specific filters have been designed to remove:
. bounding boxes centered on poles, road signs, buildings, and other artifacts as well as road infrashuctures that present high . bounding boxes that feature a reduced amount of edges in the upper and lower part, since pedestrians are characterized by a uniform distribution of edges in the bounding box. The edges within a bounding box are used to compute a vertid histogram. This operation is performed for each bounding box.
The shape of the vertical histogram is used to filter the bounding boxes. Three criteria have been developed.
Filter ng.1: The bounding box is removed when the center of the histogram is empty. This is true for large poles, pylons, columns, even if they are not perfectly vertical (see figure 8.a) .
Filter ng.2: The bounding box is removed when more than half of the histogram is empty. This is hue for large vertical poles, pylons, columns (see figure 8.b) . Figure IO .a shows the model that is used for the match; the model is resized according to the size of the bounding box, and then matched with the gray level original image. A vote is given and the candidates which present a vote lower than a threshold are discarded.
In figure 10 .h the votes relative to two bounding boxes are displayed: the highest represents an actual pedestrian, while the lowest one represents a tree. Even if the tree has a shape that resembles a human, the filter is able to discard it.
v. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS Figure 11 shows a few results of pedestrian detection in infrared images. The two horizontal green lines encode the detection distance range in which pedestrians are searched for (7 m + 20 m). while the horizontal white line encodes the horizon when the Eat road and no vehicle pitch assumptions are met.
Results are encoded as bounding boxes superimposed onto the original images. They highlight pedestrians within the distance range only.
The result shows that the system is able to detect one or more pedestrians even in presence of a complex backpund. The major critical situations, presented in fig. 12 , are:
. in presence of a complex background. artifacts or objects other than pedestrians are occasionally detected (see fig. 12 .4 l?.b, and 1Z.c); the algorithm does not miss the detection of a pedestrian but miscalculates the exact position or size of the bounding box, thus corrupting the distance estimation (see fig. 12 .d);
. walking pedestrians are occasionally not detected due to as- histogram is concenmated in two small areas that contain more than 80% of the contributions. This is true for thin vertical poles, pylons, columns (see figure 8.c). Each surviving bounding box is then resized and reduced in height and width in order to fit the internal presence of edges. The bounding boxes that have been resized tm much are then removed, while the other bounding boxes are again filtered in order to eliminate:
bounding boxes that -due to this resize operation-would represent pedestrians that are too faraway (see arrow 1 in figure 9), bounding boxes that do no longer meet perspective constraints (see arrow 2 in figure 9) .
bounding boxes that do no longer meet the original assump-, tions on aspect ratio (see arrow 3 in figure 9 ).
C. Validation of candidates
The followidg paragraph describes the current status of the ongoing research. The results depicted here are preliminary.
Each surviving bounding box is validated through the match with a simple model encoding morphological characteristics of a pedestrian. .This filter, based on shape, is used to remove candidates that do not present a human shape, or are not as hot as a pedestrian is expected to be. pect ratio constraints (see fig. 12 .e); in the following frame of the sequence @,we 12.0 the same pedestrian is still correctly detected, thus tracking could be used to solve this padcular case. The algorithm developed so far proves to be effective in different situations. Extensive tests are being carried out in different weather conditions. Fume research steps include the strengthening of the last part of the algorithm with the use of a 3D model.
